A surface circulation study in middle Elizabeth River by Fang, Ching Seng et al.
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Altitude :3000 ft. 
of 2 
Number of visible mark s 
Floating: 0 
Fixed: 0 
comments: STP plum, small 
oil slick visible in pho o, 
no buoys out yet. 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 0927 E~T. ude:3000 t. 
Run: D A_t.l 
Frame: 1 of 2 
Number of visible mark rs 
Floating: O 
Fixed: 0 
STP plume, smal 
comments: . "bl in pho o, oil slick v1s1 e 
no buoys out yet. 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7,75 
Time: 093 EST 
Run: tl Altitude 
Frame: 1 of S 
Number of visibl 
Floating: 0 
Fixed· 0 
Comments : Lovet 
N - send of st Ya 
Original Film - I •• Ektachrome (Kod ) 
Copy Film - Ekt (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 




comm n s· 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 0938 EST 
Run: 1 Al itud: 300 
Frame: 3 of 5 
Number of visibl 
Flo ting: 3 (Fl:3, Fl• , 
Original Film -
Fixed: O 
comm nts : Por smou h T 
visibl 
• Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ekt color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7 /75 
Time: 0938 E 
Run: 1 -1 i 
Frame: 4 of S 
: 300 
umber O visible 
r1oat1nc:S (Fl: 2, 
Fixed: 1 
commen s : stud bO 
Smith) visible 
' 5 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 09 38 EST 
Run: 1 Altitude:3000 
Frame: 5 of 5 
Number of v1si l 
Flo ing: 4 (F :l, 2, 3, 
Fixed: 1 
01 1 flo t r (Fl: ) comments: ( close to bottom of pho o 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kod k) 







.1 i tu 
of 7 




r . Photo run. comments. . STP v1s1 le 
Pinner point 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7 /7 5 
Time: 0945 EST 
Run : 2 Altitude:3000 
Frame: 2 of 7 
Number of visible mark r 
Flo ting: 0 
Fixed: O 
comments: 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 




09 45 ES'!' 
.1 ti ud Run: ~ 
Frame: 3 of 7 





Flood tide; oil 1 
commentsf:rom degaussing pi r 
coming 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7 /75 
Time: 0945 EST 
Run: 2 Altitude :3000 f • 
Frame: 4 of 7 
Number of visible ~ark rs 
Floating: l 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Oil slicks, fain color 
boundaries visible 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 0945 EST. de ·3000 f 
Run: 2 .lt1tu · 
Frame: 5 of 7 
Vl. s1· hle ar ers Number of 5 6) 4 (Fl:3, , • Floating: 
Fixed: 1 
Study boat near fi~e comments. 
float 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 0945 EST 
Run: 2 Altitude :3000 ft. 
Frame: 6 of 7 
Number of visible markers 
F 1 o a ti n g : 5 ( F 1 : 1 , 2 , 3 , , 5 , 
Fixed: 1 
comments: Fl:2 seems to b 
up to Fl:3; fixed stream 
curved 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
T · -0045 EST ime · · de ·3000 Run: 2 .ltitu · 
7 of 7 
. • ble ark .rs 
l umber of VlSl . 6) 
Floatins: 3 (Fl, 2 , 3 ' 
Fixed: 1 
comments: 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date:2/7/75 
Time: 0955 EST 
Run: x Altitude: 300 oft• 
Frame: 1 of 2 
Number of visible ~ark rs 
Floating:l (Fl:l) 
Fixed:0 
comments:Lambert's STP pl rn 
"fronts" parallel o shor 
run from NW to SE 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/ 75 
Time: 0955 EST 
X ~ititude:3000 Run: . r, 
Frame : 2 of 2 
f V1·si'ble arkers Number o Floating:! (Fl:l) 
Fixed: O 
comments: 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1100 EST 
Run: 3 Altitude: 30 0Of 
Frame: 1 of 5 
Number of visible ~ark rs 
F 1 o a ting : 1 ( F 1 : 6 ) 
Fixed: O 
Comments:Run to wes 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1100 ES : 3OOOf • Run: 3 ,-.1 ti ud 
Frame: 2 of 5 
. · ble arker umber of v1s1, . 6 o h 
Floating: 3 (Fl. 
Fixed: O 
'oted buoys y no 
comments: • · in correct pos1tion 
APPENDIX I - Prints o f Original Photography 
Date: 2/7 /75 
Time : 1100 EST 
Run: 3 Altitude : 300 t . 
Frame : 3 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 3 
Fixed : 1 
comments: 2 converg nee zon 
1 truncates a flea er t il 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date:2/7/75 
Time : 1100 EST 
1\lt' ude: 3000t · Run: 3 ,-._ 1 
Frame: 4 or. 5 
Number of visible mar crs 
Floatinc;: 2 
Fixed : 1 
Comments : 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1100 EST 
Run: 3 Altitude :3000 t 
Frame: 5 of 5 




Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7 /75 
Time: 1100 EST. de: JO0d' • 
Run: 4 .lti u 
Frame: 1 of 4 




Comments: Run towards e • 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Ori ginal Photography 
Date: 2/ 7/75 
Time : 1100 EST 
Run: 4 Altitude :3000 ft . 
Frame : 2 of 4 
Number of visible ~ark rs 
Floating: 2 {Fl : 3, Fl : 4) 
Fixed: O 
comments: Strong color bou~ r 
between jetty and degau:s1n 
tail from floater n r J Y 
unusual curve to ards shor 
Original Film - H.S. Ektach ome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacol o r CPS (Kodak) 
Date : 2/7/75 
Time : 1100 ES 
1 itud : 300 Run: 4 t. 
Frame : 3 of 4 




APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date : 2/7/75 
Time : 1100 EST 
Run : 4 Alt'tud : 300 
Frame : 4 of 4 
urnb r o visi 1 m k 
Flo i ng: O 
Fixed: 0 
Comments : 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kod k) 
Copy Film - Ekt color CPS (Ko ak) 
Dat : 2/7/75 
Ti e: 1105 ES 0 ,F 
1 i u v-Run : 5 · 
rame : 1 of 3 
umber O visibl 
Floatin : 1 
Fixed : O 
to ards cornmen 5 : Run f lu 
Shallo\omess of STP e 
by wake of tug 
APPENDIX I - Prints o Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1105 EST 
Run: 5 Altitude :3000 ft. 
Frame: 2 of 3 
Number of visibl mark r 
Floating: 2 (Fl:l, Fl:G) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Note str rn r 
in effluent plum O 5 
boundary and is cu 0 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1105ES . .3000 Run: 5 .ltl ude. 
Frame: S O -~ 
ro o 
o color 





APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1135EST 
Run: 6 Altitude:3000 t. 
Frame: 1 of 4 
Number of visible ~arkers 
Floating: O 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Run towar s Et r ·n 
towards east 
Shore outfall indicates curr n 
flood direct'on nears or 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kod k) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 113SEST 
Run: 6 .1 
Fram : 2 o 
ud ;3000 f 
& 




Commen s: Oil sl'ck as oci d 
degaussing pier 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1135EST 
Run: 6 Alti ude:3000ft . 
Frame: 3 of 4 
. umber of visible markers 
Flo ting: 1 (Fl: ) 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Color boundary in pho o-
graph 
Tail of floater sho s grea incr s 
in horizontal diffusion at co or 
boundary 
Possible outfall near end of je 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektccol r CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7 /75 
Tim : 1135EST 
Run: 6 .lti ude:3000 
r.-ram : 4 of 4 
urrilier o visible arkers 
· loating: l 
Fixed : 0 
Commen s: 
APPE DIX I - Prints o Original P1otography 
.. 
'_, .• 
, .. , -. . ,,,_. !t,, ',. .. . . _., 
. ''.'-#'t ... 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1135EST 
Run: 7 Altitude:3000ft. 
Frame: 1 of 3 
umber of visible markers 
Floating: 1 (F2:4) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Rvn towards W 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7 /7 5 
Time: 113:ES 
Run: 7 .lti ude:3000f 
Frame: 2 of 3 
umber of visible arkers 
Floa ing: 4 (F2:4, F2:5, Fl:2, 
Fl: 3) 
Fixed: 0 
commen s: ,:source" off jetty not 
visible 
APPE DIX I - Prints o Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1135 EST 
Run: 7 Altitude:3000ft. 
Frame: 3 of 3 
umber of visible markers 




Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 







1-.l i tude: 3000 
of 4 
umber of visible ark rs 
loating: 0 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Lanbert's Poi 
to SW 
APPE DIX I - Prints o~ Original P1otography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Tirne:1158 EST 
Run: 8 Altitude : 3000ft . 
Frame: 2 of 4 
umber of visible warkers 
Floating: 1 (Fl:5) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Floater in shadow zone 
of hole - position unreliable 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kod k) 
C0py Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kod ·) 
2/7/75 
1158 EST 
8 .l ti tude :3000 ft. 
rarr.e: 3 of 4 
umber of visible arkers 
Floating: 4 (Fl:5, Fl : 3, F2 : 5, 
F2:4) 
Fixed : 0 
or.unents: Extra image or fault in 
filn or pr ocessi g 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Orig'nal Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time:1158 EST 
Run: 8 Altitude : 3000ft . 
4 of 4 
umber of visible markers 
Floating:3 (Fl:3, F2 : 5 , F2 : ) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Sharp color line pa r alle 
to jetty may be related to wave 
associated circulation (line on 
side of jetty) 
Origin 1 Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ekt color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Tirne:1200 EST 
.1 ti ude :3000 t • 
1 of 5 
mber of visible arkers 
loating: 0 
Fixed: 0 
Cornmen s: Run from Ports outh 
station to E 
APPE DIX I - Prins of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1200 EST 
Run: 9 Altitude:3000ft. 
2 of s 
umber of visible warkers 
F 1 o a ting : 3 ( F 2 : 3 , F 2 : 2 , F 1 : l) 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Study boat standing ne 
to Fl:2 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time:1200 EST 
Run: 9 .lti ude:3000 
3 of 5 
umber o visible ark rs 
Floa in 5 (F2:2, F2:3, Fl:2, 
F2:5, F2:l) 
Fixed: 1 
Cornmen s: Streamer indicates tide 
beginning to ebb 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7 /75 
Time: 1200 EST 
Run: 9 Altitude: 300oft. 
Frame: 4 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 3 (Fl:2, Fl:5, F2:6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kod k) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time:1200 EST_ a ·3oooft. Run : 9 .1 t 1 tu e • 
Frame: 5 of 5 
f visible markers Number o. . ( ot shown on chart, 
Floating.l n F2·1 or Fl:5) but guess · 
Fixed: 0 
Comrnents:Outfall 
Tail of floater 
order" tendency 
color boundary. 
shows end of f~ood 
exhibits "folding 
at edge of outfa~l 
super water ebbing 
APPENDIX I - Prints o Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1205 EST 
Run: 10 Altitude:3000 ft. 
Frame: 1 of 6 
umber of visible markers 
Floating: 3 
Fixed: 0 
Comments:Run from Lambert's Poin 
towards N 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1205 EST r.1=t 
Run: 10 .1 ti tude: 300v- • 
Frame: 2 of 6 
. • ble markers ) Number of v1s 1 Fl· 5 F2:6, fl:6 Floatinc;: 4 (X, · ' 
Fixed: 0 
x-B2·1 Comments: That makes - · 
strange pa th 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1205 EST 
Run: 10 Altitude:3000 ft. 
Frame: 3 of 6 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 3 (Fl:l, Fl:6, X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7 /75 
Time: 1205 EST 
Run: 10 Altitude :3000 ft. 
Frame: 4 of 6 
mb f visible markers 
Nu F~~a~ing: 2 (Fl:l, Fl:6) 
Fixed: 0 
undary coming from 
Cornrnents:Color boaval Supply center 
corner of U. s. N 


APPENDIX I - Prints o Original Photography 
Date: 2/7 /7 5 
Time: 1400 EST 
Run: 11 Altitude:3000 ft. 
Frame: 3 of 4 
Number of visible wark rs 
Flo ting: 1 (F2: 1) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Strong looding ou 
Ori inal Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1400 EST 
l · ude: 300 Run: 11 · 1 
'Frame: 4 of 4 







APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1400EST 
Run: 12 Altitude :3000 
Frame: 1 of 4 
umber of visible m rk rs 
Floating: 3 (F2:6, F 3 : ' X) 
Fixed: 0 
from u. s. 
eas ; color 
converg nc 
Comments : Run 
to about due 
shows strong 
be F3:2) 
Wind from W by smoke 
of ship 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
2/7/75 
1400 EST. _3000 12 .1 ti ude-
of 4 
.. ble ark r umber of visi ·6 FJ:l) 
Floatin 2 (fw . ' 
Fixed : 0 
'ble Comments : possi 













12 Altitude :3000 ft. 
3 of 4 
umber of visible mark rs 
Flo ting: 1 (F2:l) 
Fixed: 0 
comments: STP outfall i ndic 
strongly flooding tid 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kod k) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1400 EST 
1 · ude: 300 Run: 12 - 1 
Frame: 4 of 4 
f Vl.·s1·b1e markers umber o 
Floating: l (F2 :l) 
Fixed: 0 
ible intern Comments: Poss . 1 . ties visi or roll in st ab1. 1 
outfall plume 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 141QEST 
Run: 13 Altitude:3oooft. 
Fr arne : 1 of 5 
umber of visible ~ark rs 
Flo ting: 1 (F3:4) 
Fix d: 0 
Comments: Run EE from Por smou h 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
2/7/75 
1410 EST 
13 .1 ti tude :3000 
of 5 
. . ble mark .rs 




APPENDIX I - Prints o Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1410 EST 
Run: 13 Altitude:3000f · 
Frame: 3 of 5 
Number of visible mark r 
Flo ting: 3 (F3:3?, F3 : ?, 
Fixed: 1 
Commen s: Study boat n x 
marker. 
Color boundary just outsid 
marker. 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1410 ES 
Run: 13 .lti uce:3000 
Frame: 4 of 5 
umber of isible 
Floatin~: 4 
Fixed: 1 
Two floate-:s Comments: 1. rs 




3: ? ) 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1410EST 
Run: 13 Altitude:300Qft. 
Frame: 5 of 5 
Number of visible m rkers 
Floe ting: 2 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: STP water flood n 
visible frame 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
2/7/75 
1412EST 
14 .1 ti ude :3000 
of 4 
Vl. sible mark rs umber o o 
Floating: 1 (on shore ) 
jet y) (F2: 
Fixed: 0 
E from Love t's Po 
Comments: Run v b st c 
Wind still ~ro~float~r in slic 
Lovett's Point, 
0 
APPENDIX I - Prints o Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1412EST 
Run: 14 Altitude:3000 
Frame: 2 of 4 
Number of visible mark rs 
Flo ting: 2 
Fix d: 0 
Comments: Oil slick assoc 
degaussing pier 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 








3 of 4 
.. ble ark rs umber of VlSl • F2: , ) 
Floating: 3 (F2 ·2 ' 
Fixed: O 





APPE DIX I - Prins o Ori ina1 Fho ography 
Origin 1 Film -
Da e:2/7/75 
Time: 1415 EST 
Run: 15 Altitude: 3000f • 
Frame: 2 of 4 
Number of visibl ~arkers 
Flo ting : 2 ( F 3 : 4? , F 3 : S? ) 
Fixed: 0 
Comm n s: 
. ) 













APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1415 EST 
Run: 15 Altitude:3000ft. 
Frame:4 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
Flo ting: 1 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Trace of buoy very 
near tug's sake. 
Other marker has vanished n r 
Lambert's Point . 
Last frame on roll 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time:1440 EST f 
Run: 16 .1 i tude: 3000 
Frame: 1 of 5 




lightstruc · • Comments : Frame est to 
Run from C. G. Base 
Lambert's Point 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Ori inal Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 144 0 EST 
Run: 16 Altitude: 3000ft. 
Frame: 2 of 5 
umber of visible mark rs 
Floating: 3 (F3:l?, F 3 : 2?, FJ: ?) 
Fixed: l 
Comments: streamer shows cur n 
towards SE ending brup ly 
color boundary. 
Origin 1 Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kod k) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 144 0 EST. d . JOOOf 
Run: 16 .1 itu e, 
Frame: 3 of 5 




h. t v 
Comments: Stac~ ~ic!t~~ wind
Supply center in 
APPENDIX I - Prints o Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time:1440 EST 
Run: 16 Altitude:3000ft. 
4 of 5 
umber o visible ~ark rs 
Flo ting: 1 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Floater not on s 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kod k) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time:1440 EST 
Run:lG _ titude:3000 
5 o · 5 




Comments: STP plume 
flooding current . 
APPE DIX I - Pr·nts o Ori inal Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1455 EST 
Run: 17 Altitude:Joooft. 
Frame: 1 of 4 
umber of visible arkers 
Flo ting: 0 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Run from 
S of Lambert's Point 
degaussing pier. 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Oat : 2/7/75 
Time: 1455EST 
Run: 17 .1 i ude :3000 





visihle m rk rs 
l (F2:2) 
Fixed : 0 
or 
APPE DIX I - Prints o Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1455 EST 
Run: 17 Altitude:3000f. 
Frame: 3 of 4 
umber of visible markers 
Floating: 2 (F2:2, F3:3) 
Fixed: 0 
comments: Oil slick associ d 
degaussing pier 
Origin l Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolo CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time:1455 EST 
Run: 17 .ltitude:3000 
Frame: 4 of 4 
umber of visible ar rs 
loatin 4 (F2:2, F3:5, F3: , 
F2:4) 
Fixed: O 
Comments: F2:4 grounded o j 
APPE DIX I - Prins o · Original P otograp y 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time:1515 EST 
Run: 18 Altitude:3000f 
Frame: 1 of 2 
umber o visible ar ers 
Floating:! 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Run up Elizab h 
from Mid to m Tunnel. 
Oil slick area just S of 
Tunnel entrance. 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kod k) 
Copy Film - Ek color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Ti e:1515 EST 
Run: 18 .1 i 
rame: 2 of 2 





Comm nts: 1ery f int (one o I ) 
APPE DIX I - Prins o Original Po ogr phy 
Date: 2/7/75 
Tirne:1515 EST 
Run: 19 Altitude:3000 
Frame:l of 2 
umber of visibl 
F 1 o ti n g : 2 ( F 2 : 3 , F 2 : 5) 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Run to a 
Both floa ers associ 
oil slicks. 
H.S. Ek achrome (Kod k) 
Copy Film - k co or CPS (Kodak) 
Da : 2/7/75 
Ti e: 151SEST 
Run: 19 .1 i u :3000 
rame: 2 o 2 
umber o isib e r r 
Floa in ;;,: 2 (F2:3, F2:S) 
Fixed: O 
Comments: 
APPE DIX I - Prints o Origi al P1oto rap y 
Dae: 2/7/75 
Time: 153SEST 
Run: 20 Alti de:3000 
Frame: 1 of 5 
umber o visible ar s 
Flo ting: 1 (D ?) 
Fixed: o 
Comments: Run to fro 
jetty 
Origina Film - H.S. Ek chrome (Kod k) 
Copy Film - Ekt color CPS (Koda:) 
D t : 2/7/75 
Time: 1535ES 
Run: 2 0 .1 ti ude :3000 
r e: 2 of 5 
1umber of visible r r 
Floa i 5 ( F2: , 
F : S?) 
Fixe 0 
co ents: flo r 
(thin line), one oth r n 
?, ?, 
APPE DX I - Prins o Original P1otograp y 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time:1535 EST 
Run: 20 Altitude:J000ft. 
3 of 5 
umber of visible mar ers 
Floating: 1 (CS) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Oil slick associ t 
degaussing pier 
Origin l Fi m - H.S. Ektachrome (Kod k) 
Copy Film - Ek color CPS (Kodak) 
2/7/75 
Time: 1535EST 
Run: 20 .1 i u e:3000 
4 of 5 
umber of visible ar r 
Floati c;: 0 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 
APPE DIX I - Prints o Ori inal Pho ography 
Da e:2/7/75 
Time: 1535 EST 
Run: 20 Altitude: 3000ft. 
Frame: 5 of 5 




Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ekt color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 154QES 
Run: 21 .1 ti ude: 3000 
Frame: 1 of 5 
umber o visih e mar r 
F oatin~:4 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Por 
station to E. 
1 dye floater in slic 11 o 
shore. 
2 near slick line. 
lo dye on shore1ard s d o ic 
line. 
APPE DIX - Prins o o iginal Pho ograp y 
2/7/75 
1540 EST 
21 Al ti de :3000 
of 5 
umber of visible ar ers 
Flo ting: 6 (F4:l, F :6?, 
F3:2?, F3: ?, 
Fixed: 1 
:3?) 
Comments: Another conver nc o 
has recently p ss d by f"x d o. 
Origin 1 Film - 11.S. Ek achrome (Kod k) 
Copy Film - Ekt color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1540 EST 
Run: 21 .1 ti ud : 300 
Frame: 3 of 5 
umber of visible r r 
F loa ting : 3 ( : 1, F : 6, ) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Convergence zone ob r 
on last rame has oils ·c. 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7 /7 5 
Time: 1540 EST 
Run: 21 Altitude :3000 ft. 
Frame: 4 of 5 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 0 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Slick noted on last two 
frames is edge of Lambert;s Poi t 
STP effluent 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7 /7 5 
Time: 1540 EST 
Run: 21 .ltitude:3000 f • 
Frame: 5 of 5 




APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1545EST 
Run: 22 Altitude:3000ft. 
Frame: 1 of 5 
Number of visible ~arkers 
Floating: 1 (F4:2?) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Craney Island 
Creek SE to Lambert's Point. 
Slick line curving around past 
U. S. ~aval Supply Center. 
Oil slick associated with Coast 
Guard Base. 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7 /7 5 
Time:1545 EST 
Run: 22 Altitude:3000ft . 
Frame: 2 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 3 (F4:l, F4:2?, F :3) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Wind shift to S by smol~e 
from stack of ship docked to U. S. 
Naval Supply Center. 
Study boat in photograph. 
Slick going ashore at Portsmouth 
comes from U. S. aval Supply 
Center. 




Frame: 3 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 2 {F4:l, X) 
Fixed: o 
Comments: One floater cought in 
Lambert's Point effluent slick 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1545EST 
Run: 22 Altitude:3000ft. 
Frame: 4 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
Floatinc;: 0 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Lambert;s Point outfall 
still shows flooding 
PPE DIX I - Prints o Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1545EST 
Run: 22 Altitude:3000ft . 
5 of 5 




Orig1na Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ekt color CPS (Kodak) 
2/7/75 
Ti 1620EST 
Run: 23 .lti ud :3000 
1 o 4 
u er of visihl 
Floa inc;: 1 ( 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run east fro Lo 
to orfolk shorelin. 
Wind still fro Y so· 
stack at Lovett Point . 
Po 
ro 
PE DIX I - Prins o Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1620EST 
Run: 23 Altitude:3000£. 
Frame: 2 of 4 
umber of visible arkers 
Floating:3 (F3:5, F2:2, F3: ) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Oil slick assoc· 
degaussing pier has two 
in it. 
Original F'lm - li.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ek color CPS (Kodak) 
2/7/75 
Time: 1620ES 
Run: 23 .lti u e:3000 
3 of 4 
umber of visible ark rs 
Floating: 2 (F2:2, F3: ) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 
PPE DX I - Prints o Original Pho ograp y 
Date : 2/7/75 
Time : 1620 ES 
Run : 23 Alti ude : 3000 . 
Frame: 4 of 4 




Comments: Oil slic a socia 
with barge at pier. 
STP outfall (Pinner Poin) ho 
near slack current . 
Origin l F"lm - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Coy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
2/7/75 
Time: 1620ES 
Run: 24 .lti ude:3000 
rame: 1 of 1 
umber o visible a k r 
Floatin 2 (F2:3, 2:5) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: STP ourf l ind"c 
near slack water . 
Both floaters associat i 
slick. 
oi 




Frame: 1 of 2 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 2 {D4, X) 
Fixed: o 
Comments: Run NE from Portsmouth 
jetty 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1645EST 
Run: 25 Altitude:3QQQft. 
Frame: 2 of 2 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 4 (F4:5, F2:4, F3:3, 
X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: F4:5, F3:3 associated with 
color boundary with some oil slick 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date:2/7/75 
Time:1700 EST 
Run: 26 Altitude: 3000ft. 
Frame:l of 4 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 1 (F4:2) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Runs from c. G. Vase 
along Portsmouth shoreline. 
Light beginning to fail. 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time:1700 EST 
Run: 26 Altitude:30QQft. 
Frame: 2 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
Floatin<;: 5 (F4:2, F4:6, X, X, 
X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 1 caught under C. G. pier. 
2 ashore on beach next to each 
other (may be only 1). 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time:1700 EST 
Run: 26 Altitude:3oooft. 
Frame: 3 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
F 1 o a ting : 3 ( X, X, F 4 : 6) 
Fixed: o 
Comments: One of X's is new buoy 
on (or just about on) shore 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7 /7 5 
Time: 1700EST 
Run: 26 Altitude:3000ft. 
Frame: 4of 4 
Number of visible markers 
Floatin~: 1 (F4:4?) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Example of wave refraction 
by a STP outfall. 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: l 70SEST 
Run: 27 Altitude:3oooft. 
Frame: 1 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
F 1 o a ting : 4 ( F 4 : 6 , X, X, X) 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Run from Portsmouth 
(C. G. Base) east to Lambert's 
Point. 
Light failing. 
3 near shore or on shore - were 
seen last run. 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1705EST 
Run: 27 Altitude:3000ft. 
Frame: 2 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 2 (F4:6, X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time:1705 EST 
Run: 27 Altitude:3000ft. 
Frame: 3 of 5 
• Number of visible markers 
Floating: 1 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Collier leading up main 
channel. 
Study boat in picture. 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time:1705 EST 
Run: 27 Altitude:3Q0Qft. 
Frame: 4 of 5 




APPENDIX I - Prints o Original Photography 
Date: 2/7/75 
Time: 1705 EST 
Run: 27 Altitude:J00Qft. 
Frame: 5 of 5 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 0 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Last frame of day 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 













APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
2/11/75 
Time: 09 35EST 
Run: 1 Altitude:5000ft. 
1 of 4 
umber of visible warkers 
Flo ting: 0 
Fix d: 0 
Comments: Run from Lambert's Poin 
E to u. S. aval Supply Center. 
Haze obscurring view. 
STP outfall shows near slack 
water (early ebb). 
Original Film - H.S. Ek uchrum~ (Kod dk) 




2 of 4 
umber of visible markers 
Floatinc: 4 (Fl:l, Fl:2, Fl:3, 
Fl: 6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Strong color boundary 
frorr u. s. val Supply Center 
to S. 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Origin 1 Film - H. 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 0935EST 
Run: 1 Altitude:S000ft. 
· Frame: 3 of 4 
I 
1 Number of visible warkers 
Flo ting : 5 ( F 1 : 1 , F 1 : 2 , F 1 : 3 , 
Fl:5, Fl:6} 
Fixf'd: 1 
Comments: Fl:l associated with color 
boundary. 
~ktacnrome (Kod k) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time:0935 EST 
1 Run: 1 .ltitude:S000ft. 
Frame: 4 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
FloatinC": 5 (Fl:l, Fl:2, Fl:3, 
Fl:5, Fl:6} 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Dredge operating on s udy 
area si~e of channel. 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date:2/11/75 
Time:0938 EST 
Run: 2 Altitude:S000ft. 
1 of 3 
umber of visible ~arkers 
Floating:3 
Fixed: 1 (tail only) 
Comments: Run from jetty NE to 
Lambert's Point. 
STP shows strong current to 1 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kod ak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 0938EST 
Run: 2 .ltitude:5000ft. 
Frdrr.e: 2 of 3 
umber of visibl markers 
loatin c;: 3 
F ixed: 1 
Comments: Wind from SW by stack of 
jetty. 
Current must be sheared at \ater 
color boundary. 
Oil slick from degaussing pier 
to color boundary. 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time:0938 EST 
Run: 2 Altitude:soooft. 
Frame: 3 of 3 




Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time:1030 EST 
Run: 3 .ltitude:soooft. 
Frame: 1 of 2 
Number of visibl markers 
Floatinr;: 0 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run to W from orfolk 
north of Lambert;s Point to 
U. S. Naval Supply Center. 
STP plume shows strong ebb. 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1030 EST 
Run: 3 Altitude6000 ft. 
Frame: 2 of 2 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 3 (Fl:l, Fl:2, Fl:3) 
Fixed: O 
Cornments:All 3 floaters in or near 
diffuse color boundary 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time:1115 EST 
Run: 4 Altitude:5000ft . 
Frame:l of 2 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 3 (Fl:l, Fl:2, Fl:3) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run SW from Tanner Point 
to U. S. laval Supply Center. 
Surface color boundary appears 
to be breaking up into roll 
instabilities. 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: lllSEST 
Run: 4 Altitude:S00Oft . 
Frame:2 of 2 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 3 (Fl:l, Fl:2, Fl:3) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time:1117 EST 
Run: 5 Altitude:soooft. 
Frame: 1 of 3 
Number of visible markers 
Floatin~: 6 (Fl:6, F2:2, 2:3, 
F2:6, F2:l, Fl:4) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Run to SW from U. S. 
Naval Supply Center to Lambert's 
Point. 
Color boundary from U.S. aval 
Supply Center parallel to 
Portsmouth breading down. 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1117 EST 
Run: 5 Altitude: 5000ft. 
Frame: 2 of 3 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 8 (same as last frame 
+ F2:4, F2:5) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments:Tugs docking collier at 





Run: 5 Altitude:soooft. 
Frame: 3 of 3 
Number of visible markers 
Floatin s : 1 (F2:5) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 
APPE DI I - Pins o' Ori inal 1otography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1120 EST 
Run: 6 Altitude:soooft. 
Frame: 1 of 3 
umber of v·sible arkers 
Flo ting: O 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Lambert's Poi 
Sl. to jet y 
H.S. Ek chrome (Kod k) 
color CPS (Kodak) 
D t : 2/11/75 
Timc:1120 ES 
Run: 6 .lti ude:5000 
r m : 2 o 3 
umber o v·sible r r 
Flo i g:2 (F2: , F2:5) 
Fixed: 0 
o n s: 
p I 0 · in 1 Pd ogr 
: 5000 • 
o ibl 
1ng: 2 (F2: , 
d: 
Film - H.S. Ektac _c _ (Kod k} 
Coy Film - Ekt color CPS (Kodak} 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time:l 35 EST 
un: 7 A titude:SOOOf . 
Frame: 1 o 2 
umber o v'sibl m rk r 
Floatins: 3 (Fl:4, F2:l, Fl:6) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: un ro or 
of Lambert's Poin 
aval Su ply C nt r. 
Plume from tug col 
Lambert' Poi t STP 
o li 
0 u. s. 
h 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1135 EST 
Run: 7 Altitude: 30ooft. 
Frame: 2 of 2 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 3 (Fl:4, F2:l, Fl:6) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Cop Fi m - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 114QEST 
Run: 8 Altitude:soooft. 
Frame: 1 of1 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 3 (Fl:l, Fl:2, Fl:3) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time:1330 EST 
Run: 9 Altitude:soooft. 
Frame: 1 of 5 
umber of visible ~arkers 
Floating: 3 (F3:l, F3:6, X) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Run from Lambert's Point 
W to Coast Guard Base. 
STP plume shows near slack water. 
Study boat near 2 markers. 
Or'ginal Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time:1330 EST 
9 Altitude:5oooft . 
2 of 5 
umber of visible markers 




PPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/7 5 
Time: 1330 EST 
Run: 9 Altitude: S00oft. 
Frame: 3 of S 
Number of visible markers 




Origina Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 




Run: 9 Altitude:5000ft. 
Frame: 4 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 4 (F3:6, F3:l, F3:2, 
F3: 3) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Sediment (?) plume near 
U.S. Javal Supply Center. 
PPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1330 EST 
Run: 9 Altitude: 500oft. 
5 of 5 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 3 (F3:2, F3:3, F3:6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: 
Origin l F"lm - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak} 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak} 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1333 EST 
Run: 10 Altitude:S000ft. 
1 of 2 
umber of visible markers 
Floatin<;: 2 (F3:4, F3:5) 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Run from jetty W to 
~orfolk shore S of Lambert's 
Point. 
Smoke plume from stack at Lovett 
Point shows wing from WSW. 
PPE DIX I - Prints o Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/7 5 
Time: 1333 EST 
Run: 10 Altitude: S0Q()ft. 
Frame: 2 of 2 
Number of visible ~arkers 
Floating: 0 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Roll streaks for ing in 
sun glitter parallel to wind. 
F lm - H.S. Ektachr me (Kodak) 
- Ek color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1335 EST 
Run: 11 .ltitude: soooft. 
Frame: 1 of 4 
umber of visible markers 
Floatin 2 (F3:l, F3:6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Run from Lam er 's Po·n 
W to Portsmouth shore ine. 
PPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1335 EST 
Run: 11 Altitude: 5000ft . 
Frame: 2 of 4 
Number of visible roarkers 
F 1 o a ti n g : 6 ( F 3 : 1 , F 3 : 2 , F 3 : 3 , 
F3:4, F3:5, F3 : 6) 
Fixed: 1 





Run: 11 Altitude:S00Qft. 
Frame: 3 of 4 
iumber of visible markers 
Floatinc;: 6 (F3:l, F3:2, F3:3, 
F3:4, F3:5, F3:6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: F3:5 associated with color 
boundary. 
PPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1335 EST 
Run: 11 Altitude: 500oft. 
Frame: 4 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
F 1 o a ting : 5 ( F 3 : 2 , F 3 : 3 , F 3 : 4 , 
F3:5, F3:6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Portsmouth STP plume 
still shows ebb 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1350 EST 
Run: 12 1'.ltitude: S00oft. 
Frame: 1 of 4 
Number o f v isible markers 
Floatinc;: 2 (Fl:2, Fl:3) 
Fixed: 0 
Cornrnents:Run from ~anner Point 
W to Craney Island landfill 
pp DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/7 5 
Time: 1350 EST 
Run: 12 Altitude:5000 ft . 
Frame: 2 of 4 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 3 (Fl:2, Fl : 3, 
Fl: 4) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Army Base STP 
effluent plume shows strong 
ebb. 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
ate: 2/11/7 5 
ime: 1350 EST 
un: 12 P..ltitude: 5000ft. 
rame: 3 of 4 
umber of visible markers 
Floatinc;: 3 
Fixed: 0 
omments: Some oil slicks on 
Craney Island side 
PPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/7 5 
Time: 1350 EST 
Run: 12 Altitud e: S0Q(tt. 
Frame: 4 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 1 (F2:l) 
Fixed: 0 
Cornrnents:S tudy boat in this 
run. 
Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time:1400 EST 
,Run: 13 Altitude : S000f t. 
1 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
Floating:4 (Fl:2, F2:2, 
F2:3, F2:6) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Tanner 
Point W to Craney Island 
landfill. 
PPE DI I - Prints o Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1400 EST 
Run: 13 Altitude :sooo ft. 
Frame: 2 of 4 
Number of visible roarkers 
Floating: 5 (Fl:2, Fl:3, 
F2:2, F2:3, F2:6) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Fl:3 getting weak 
0 i 1n 1 Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Fi (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/7 5 
Time: 1400 EST 
Run: 13 Altitude: 5000ft. 
of 4 
umber of visible markers 




- er·n so Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 14 00 EST 
Run: 13 Altitude : 5000ft. 
Frame: 4 of 4 




color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1450 EST 
14 .1 ti tude 5000 f . 
of 1 






1 _ Prin t s of original Photography 
2/11/75 
1453 EST 
15 Altitude: 500 Cft. 
1 of 4 
umber of visible markers 
Floating: 1 (F2:4?} 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Tanner 
Point SW to U.S. Naval 
Supply Center. 
- H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak} 
color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/7 5 
Time: 1453 EST 
Run: 15 Psltitude: SOOQft. 
Frame: 2 of 4 
umber of visible markers 
Floatinc;: 2 (F2:4?, F3 : l?} 
Fixed: O 
Cornments:Tails from both 





- Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1453 EST 
~"'_
4
_ Run: 15 Altitude : S000ft . 
Frame: 3 of 4 
Number of visible markers 




'lm - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time:1453 EST 
Run: 15 Altitude:S000ft. 
Frame:4 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
Floatins:4 (F2:4, F2:2, 
F3:6, F3:4?) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: F3:4, F3:6 associated 
with oil slick. 
PED 
Or 
- Prins o Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/7 5 
Time: 1500 EST 
Run: 16 Altitude EOOO ft. 
Frame: 1 of 4 
Number of visible roarkers 
Floating: 2 (F2:3, X) 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Run from Hampton 
Roads Army Terminal to 
Craney Island Landfill. 
Swirl in water l of Hampton 
Roads Army Terminal shows 
beginning of flood. 
- H.S. Ek achrome (Kodak) 
acolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1500EST 
Run: 16 Altitude:5000ft. 
2 of 4 
umber of visible markers 




I_ Pr'n s of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1500 EST 
Run: 16 Altitude:3000ft . 
Frame: 3 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 1 (F2:l) 
Fixed: 0 
comments: 





4 of 4 






1 _Prins of original Photography 
Date: 2/11/7 5 
Time: 15ls£ST 
Run: 17 Altitu de:3QOQft. 
Frame: 1 of 5 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 2 (F3:5, F3:3) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Lamberts 
Point west to Coast Guard Base. 
STP plume indicates early 
flood. 
- H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
acolor CPS {Kodak) 
2/11/75 
1515EST 
17 .n.l ti tude :3000 ft. 
2 of 5 
umber of visible markers 
Floatinc: 5 (F3:2, F3:3 
F3:5, F4:l, F3:4) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Ship leaving piers 
at u. s. Naval Supply Center. 
D 1 _ Pr'n 5 of Original Photography 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1515EST 
Run: 17 Altitude:3000 ft. 
Frame: 3 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
F 1 o a ting : 8 ( F 3 : 3 , F 3 : 5 , F 4 : 1 , 
F:3:2, F3:4?, F4:2, F4:3, F4:6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: New set of markers very 
faint. 
- H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1515EST 
Run: 17 J\.ltitude:5000 ft. 
Frame: 4 of 5 
Number of visible markers 




p DI r - Prin s o Original Photography 
2/11/75 
Time: lSl~ST 
Run: 17 Altitude :5000 f • 
5 of 5 
umber of visible markers 
Floating: 5 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: No new markers 




18 Jl.l ti tude: S0Q(tt. 
1 of 2 
umber of visible markers 
Floatins: 2 (F4:4, F4:5) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Portsmouth 
jetty NE to Lambert's Point 
PED X 
0 
- Pr'n so Or iginal Photography 
2/11/75 
1518 EST 
18 Altitude : 500 (f t. 
2 of 2 
umber of visible markers 
Floating: 1 (F4 : 5) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Smoke (a ssuracd from 
Levett's Point)still shows 
wind from SW. 
Oil slick associated with 
degaussing pier . 
H.S. Ektachrome (Kod k) 
color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/75 
Time: 1520 EST 
Run: 19 .ltitude: soocft . 
Frame: 1 of 4 
umber of visible markers 
Floatins: 5 (6?) unidenti-
fied. 
Fixed: 
Comments: Run froM Lambert ' s 
Point W to c . G. Base . 
Smoke from collier at 
Lambert's Point pier shows 
wind from WSW. 
pp D - Prins o Original P1otography 
2/11/75 
1520EST 
19 Alti ude:5000 
of 4 
umber of visible ~arkers 
Floating: 8(C's & D's) 
Fixed: l 
Comments: Shi at aval Sup 
Center appears to be doc i 
.larker in channel i die es 
a convergence in ship 
Ori in 1 F"lm - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/11/7 5 
Time: 1520 EST 
Run: 19 .1 i ude:5000 
Frame: 3 of 4 
umber of v·sible ar 
Floati s: 7 (D :2, 






- H.S. E 
o og p y 
Da : 2/11/75 
ime :1520 s 
19 1 i d :5000 
e: 3 
umbe o "sibl 
Flo ing· 5 
F"xe : 1 
n s: 
chrome (Kod k) 
r 
r 
color CPS (Koda·) 
D : 2/11/75 
Tim : 152oES 
Run: 19 
Fr m : 4 
· umb r o 
lo in 
Fixe 1 




P DI - p i 
Copy 
o O • in 0 0 p 
umb r o 5 
Flo ng:1 
F"x d: 0 
en s: r 








d r g 
un: 21 . 1 u : 5000 
1 






















p D I - Pins o Ori n o o r 
D : 2/1 /75 
Ti e:1605 s 
Run: 22 : 5000 . 
Fr e: 3 0 
u r o s1.b 
Flo n : 5 ( 
3: 6, 
Fixe : 0 
Co n s: 3:5 
- H.S. E ( od 
:5000 
Fixe : 0 
s: o ne r r 
D n o 0 0 0 p y 




: 1 25 
23 
2 
umber o , s 
Flo i • · 
Fix 
.Co s: STP 
fro 
er s 

















Fix d: 0 
en 
ith 
d : SOOOI: • 
: 5000 
D o O •• 
Co 
0 0 
r o sibl 




Ti :16 8 
Run: 25 




Commen s: x 
out of de - i 
d : 500 
:sooo 
e bing tie (ne r 
\oat r) 
P DI I - Prin SO Or n Po ogra y 
Dae: 2/11/75 
Ti e:1648 ST 
Run· 25 l i 
Pr : 3 of 4 
umber o visible 
Floa ing:3 





Run: 25 .1 1 
: 4 o 
umber of visible 




ens: ide seems 
in flood direc ion 800 er 
in shallow water ha 
across color boundary 
Las frame of day 
D - P n o or· n 
Co 
0 0 y 
u r 0 sib 
Flo n : 0 
Fix d: 0 
n 
Poi 
( od k} 
D te: 2/20/75 
Ti e: 1000 ES 
Run: 1 
Fra 
u er o ·sib 
F oa n 0 











DI I - Pr·n o O i 
Co 
(K k) 
: 2/20 /75 
e: 1000 S 
Run: 1 
Fr 
u r o 
loa i 




PP D I - Pr'n so O · i l Po o rap 
- H.S. E 
: 2/20/75 
Ti e: 1000 ES 
Run: 2 




d : 500 
Comm ts: un fro 
shorel'ne E to 
Poi t. 
od k) 




Fram : 2 
: 5000 
isi 1 r r 
2 (Fl:5, Fl: ) 
Fixed: 1 
s: Oil slic as 
avy degaussing 
p D - p . 
0 
o O • in o o r p 
D : 2/20/75 
Ti e :11 5 S 
Run: 3 de:5000 
Fr e: 1 o.i: 5 
umber o visible ar 
Flo ting: 2 (F2: 
Fix d: 0 
Comm nts: un rom .S. 
Supply C n er sou h 
Point 
k achrome ( od k) 
CPS (Kodak) 
Oat: 2/20/75 
Time: 1115 ES 
Run: 3 .1 · ud : 500 
rame: 2 of 5 
umber o .. v·sible 




- p • 
0 
o or· in P O 0 p 
:sooo 
Comm n s: l flo 
t· e isi e in 
except Fl:1, h'ch 
for en ·r sud 
od k) 
a·) 
d : 500 
mb r o visibl 
Flo i 7 
Fixed: 0 
n s: Floater 
around j ty - a 
seen on . · s ru 
D - P n o or· n 0 0 p 
i ae: 00 
5 5 
0 si le r 
ng:2 
Fix d: 0 
Co en s: · ind ro E 
from sac a Love 
Sone wi d sher 
( o k) 
Date: 2/20/75 
Ti e:1340 ES 
4 





ens: Run from or ol 
of Lambert's Point o 
s_p plum shows strong 
current o served dur·ng s 
D - P ·n 
0 
o or· n 
e: 2 
Fix d: 
Co n s: 
(rod 
Da e: 2/20/75 




Fra : 3 o 6 
umber o v1sibl 
loa in 0 
Fixed: O 
:3500 
Commen s: Oil st·11 co 





i o or· in Po o rap 
Da e : 2/20/75 
Ti e: 13 0 S. 
Run : 4 1 · ude : 3500 
Frame: of 6 
umber of visib 
Flo ing: 0 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 




4 .lti ude:3500 
rarne: 4 of 6 
umber of visible r ers 





- p . o or· n o ogr p y 
Da : 2/20/75 
Time: 13 0 EST 
4 1 · ude :3500 
6 o 6 
of visible ar 
ing: 2 (F2:2, F3:2) 
Fix d: 0 
Comm nts: Source of F2:2 




Time: 1340 EST 
5 .1 i ude :3500 
of 4 
umber of visible mar r 
loatinc;: 8 (F2:2?, F2 : 3, 
F2:4?, , F3: , F3:3, F3: ) 
Fixed: O 
Cornrnen s: Run from Ports ou h 




D n o Orig' P 10 ograp y 
Da e: 2/20/7 5 
Time: 13 0 ES 
Run: 5 Alti ude : 3500 
Fr me: 2 of 4 
umber of visible ar rs 
Floating:6 (F3 : l, F3:6, 
. F3:2, F3:3, 3: J: ) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments : Oil slick domin 




Run: 5 ~ltit de:3500f . 
Frame: 3 of 4 
umber of visible mark rs 





- Pr n o or·ginal Po o rap y 
D e: 2/20/75 
Time: 134 0 EST 
Run: 5 Altitude :3500 
Frame: 4 of 4 
umber of visible ar.ers 




color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time:1340 EST 
Run: 6 .1 ti tude: 3500f 







Comments: Run from Lam ert'r-




D I - p . o O iginal Po ograp y 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time: 1340 EST 
6 Altitude: 350 
of 6 




- H.S. Ek achrome (Kodak) 
color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time:1340 EST 
Run: 6 .l ti tude : 3500£ t. 
Frame: 3 of 6 
,umber of visible marker 
Floating: 2(F3:5, F3:6) 
Fixed: o 
' Comments: Oil slick indic tes 
current at surface passing 
around jetty. 
0 
o, I - Pr'n s or Original Photography 
Date : 2/20/75 
Time: 1340 EST 
6 Altitude : 3500ft . 
4 of 6 
umber of visible warkers 
Floating: 3(F3 : 6 , F3 : S , 
F3 : 4} 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 
- H. S . Ektachrome (Kodak) 
color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/20/75 
Tirne:1340 EST 
Run: 6 Altitude : 35oof . 
Frame .: s of 6 
umber of visible markers 
Floatin s : 5 (F3 : 6 , F3 : 4 , 
F3 : 5 , Fl : 4? , X} 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Oil slick flooding 
into creek leading to 
Lake Kingman 
---~•~D - Pr'n so' Original Pho ography 
0 
Co 
Date : 2/20/75 
Time : 1340 EST 
6 Altitude : 3500ft . 
6 of 6 
umber of visible markers 




- H.S. Ek achrome (Kodak) 
color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time: 1410 EST 
Run: 7 J\.l ti tude: 350of t . 
Frame: 1 of 1 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 9(F2:l?, F2 : 2?, 
F3:2?, F3:3?, F3:l?, X, X, X,X) 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Study boat not moving. 
Oil slick going ashore on 
Portsmouth shoreline. 
One marker very faint near 
shore. 
One marker source off edge 
of frame. 
F2:2 has aouble source 
apparently was counted as 2. 
0 
0 
• rin so' Original Photography 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time: 1435 EST 
Run : 8 Altitude : 3 5 o ct t. 
Frame: 1 of 2 
umber of visible markers 
Floating: 6 (F3:6, X,X,X, 
X,X) 
Fixed: o 
Comments: Run from Portsmou h 
shoreline to E. 
H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/2 0/7 5 
Time:1435 EST 
Run: 8 JUtitude: 3500ft . 
Frame: 2 of 2 
Number of visible markers 
Floatinc;: 4 (F3:6, X,X,X) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Dredge pipes acting 
as secondary source. 
p D 
Copy F' 
I - Prins o Ori inal Photography 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time: 1455 EST 
9 Altitude:3500 ft. 
1 of 3 
umber of visible warkers 
Flo a ting: 1 (X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: P.un towards ,\•' 
from Pinner POint to 
Lovett Point. 
- H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
tacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time: 1455 EST 
Run: 9 )'l_ltitude: 3500ft. 
2 of 3 





_Prins of Ori inal Photography 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time: 14 55 EST 
Run: 9 Altitude ::3500 ft. 
Frame: 3 of 3 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: l(X - against 
jetty) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Wind from r by smoke 
from stack at Lovett Point . 
H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ek t color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/2 0/7 5 
Time: 1455 EST 
Run: 9a Altitude: 3500ft . 
Frame: 1 of 1 
Number of visible markers 
Floatins: O 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Faint trail identified 




I - Prins o~ Original P1otography 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time: 1520 EST 
Run: 10 Altitude: 3500ft. 
Frame: 1 of 4 
Number of visible IBarkers 
Floating: 8 (F3: 1?, F3: 3?, 
Fixed: ~2:2, F4 :6?, X,X,X,X) 
comments: Run from Portsmouth 
shoreline S of Coast Guard 
Base east to Lambert's Point . 
Oil slick Frominent feature 
of photos. 
F'lm - H.S. Ek chrome (Kod k) 
- E acolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time:1520 EST 
Run: 10 .ltitude: 3500ft. 
Frame: 2 of 4 
umber of visible arkers 
Floatins: 7(F3:l?, F3:3?, F :6?, 
F3:3?, X,X,X) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Wind from W by tug 
ste .ck. 
Fixed marker very weak . 
1 floater may not be real 
in oil slick . 
Co 
PE DI r - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/2 0/7 5 
Time: 1520 EST 
Run: 10 Altitude:3500 ft . 
Frame: 3 of 4 




H.S. k achrome (Kodak) . 
color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/20/75 
Tiri e: 1520 EST 
Run: 10 Altitude: 35ooft. 
Frame: 4 of 4 




PPE DIX I - Prins of Original Photography 
Date: 2/2 0/7 5 
Time: 15 20 EST 
Run: 11 Altitude: 350Cft. 
Frame: 1 of 5 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 0 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run Lambert's Point 
west to Portsmouth sho r eline . 
Tide still flooding strongly 
at Lambert's Point STP outfall . 
Origin 1 Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Co color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/20/7 5 
Time: 1520 EST 
Run: 11 Altitude: 35ooft. 
Frame: 2 of 5 
umber of visible markers 
Floatinc;: O 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Wind from east 
according to tug's stack '. 
PPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date : 2/20/75 
Time : 1520 EST 
Run: 11 Altitude :3500 ft . 
Frame: 3 of 5 
Number of visible marke r s 
F 1 o a ting : 3 ( F 3 : 3? , F 4 : 6? , 
X) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Captain John Smith 
standing by oil slick . 
or· inal Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Coy Film - Ek aco or CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/20/75 
Tune: 1520EST 
Run: 11 .ltitude: 350 
Frame: 4 of 5 
~umber o visible markers 
Floatins: 7(F4:6? , F3 : 3? , 
F3:l? , x,x ,x,x) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: 
PPE DIX - Prints oE Original Photography 
Date: 2/2 0/7 5 
Time: 1520EST 
Run: 11 Altitude:35ooft. 
Frame: 5 of 5 
umber of visible warkers 




0 igin 1 Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time: 1550 EST 
Run: 12 J>.ltitude:3500 ft. 
Frame: 1 of 2 
Number of visible markers 
Floatinc;: 5(F2:2, F2:l, 
F3:3, x,x,) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from c. G. Base 
to SE. 
Study boat making winds. 
pp ox I - Prins o Original Photography 
Date: 2/2 0/75 
Time : 1550 EST 
Run :12 Altitude :3500 f t. 
Frame: 2 of 2 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 6(F4 : 3 , F~ : 4?, 
X,X,F3:3? , F4 : 2? , F2 : l) 
Fixed: O 
Comments: 4 floaters in oil 
slick - one has source off 
frame. 
Or'ginal Film - H.S . Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time: 1605 EST 
13 Altitude: 300cft . 
l of c..f 
.-Jumber of visible markers 
Floatinc;: 3 (X,X,X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run along Portsmouth 
shoreline from S of coast 
Guard Gase to jetty 
APP DIX I - Prins o! Original Photography 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time: 1605 EST 
Run: 13 Altitude:3000 ft. 
Frame: 2 of 4 
Number of visible roarkers 
Floating: 6(X,X,X,X,X,X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Portsmouth STP 
outfall shows ebbing current . 
Two markers on shore . 
Origin 1 Film - I .S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ek acolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time: 1605 EST 
Run: 13 Altitude: 3oooft • 
Frame: 3 of 4 




APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/20/75 
Time: 1605 EST 
Run: 13 Altitude:3000 ft. 
Frame: 4 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
F 1 o a ting : 4 ( X, X, X, X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: All markers on shore 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 






J'.1.1 ti tude: 
of 
ft. 
l umher of v isible markers 
loatin g : 
Fixed: 
omments: 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date : 2/2 / /75 
Time: 1010 EST 
Run: 1 Altitude:5000 ft . 
Frame: 1 of 4 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 2 (Fl:4, Fl : 5) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Portsmouth 
jetty nort~ to U. S . . aval 
Supply Center. 
Wind from NE by stack at 
Lovett Point. 
Ori inal Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
2/21/75 
l0lCJ:ST 
1 ,n_ l ti tude: S00oft · 
2 of 4 
umber of visible markers 
Floati c;: 5(Fl:2, Fl:3, 
Fl:4, Fl:5, Fl : 6) 
Fixed: 1 
Co:nroents: Tide flooding by 
Portsmouth STP outfall . 
Also by streamer. 
APPE DIX I - Prints o Original P1otography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1010 EST 
Run: 1 Altitude:5000ft . 
Frame: 3 of 4 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 6(all Fl) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Highest waves seen 
in entire study 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time :1010 EST 
1 Altitude :5000 ft. 
4 of 4 
umber of v isible markers 
Floatin g : 4 
.. ~ixed: 1 
Comments: 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1045 EST 
Run: 2 Altitude: 500<:ft. 
Frame: 1 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 4 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Run from Portsrr.out 
jetty N to U.S. aval Supply 
Center. 
Fl:5 passing jetty. 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1045 EST 
Run: 2 Altitude: 500oft. 
Frame: 2 of 4 
umber of visible arkers 
Floating: 5(Fl:2, Fl:3, 
Fl:4, Fl:5, Fl:6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Wave diffraction 
patterns past jetty 
Copy Film - CPS (Kodak) 
2/21/75 
104:i;;ST 
4 (Fl;l, Fl:2, 
Fl : 3, Fl: 6} 
l 
umber of visibl;. 
Floatins: 
Fixed: l 
Comments: Fl:6 in sun glitter 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1115 EST 
Run: 3 Altitude :5000 ft. 
Frame: 1 of 4 
umber of visible warkers 
Floating: 4(Fl:3, Fl:4, 
Fl:5, Fl:6) 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Run from Lovett 
Point to U.S. taval Supply 
Center. 
Stack at Lovett Point shows 
wind from NE. 
Fl:4 agrcund on jetty. 
Fl:5 has passed jetty. 
Original Film - H.S. Ek achrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - ~ktacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1115 EST 
Run: 3 Altitude: 5000f t. 
1:rame: 2 of 4 
umber of visible markers 




APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1115 EST 
Run: 3 Altitude: 5QQ(tt. 
Frame: 3 of 4 
Number of visible roarkers 
Floating: 10 (all F2, Fl: 1, 
Fl:2, Fl:3, Fl:6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: 2 markers hidden in 
sun glitter 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ekt color CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1115 EST 
Run: 3 Altitude: 5000ft. 
Fr.::1rr.e: 4 of 4 
:~umber of visible markers 
Floatinc;: 5(F2:l, F2:2, 
F2:3, F2:6, Fl:l) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: 
APPE DIX I - Prins o· Oriqinal F1otogr phy 
2/21/75 
1120 EST 
4 Altitude:5000 ft. 
of 2 
umber of visible warkers 
F 1 o a ting : 10 ( a 11 P 2 ; F 1 : 1, 
Fl:2, Fl:3, Fl:6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Run from Portsmouth 
shoreline E to Lambert's 
Point. 
Original Film - H.S. ·,ktachrome (Kod k) 
Cop• Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1120 EST 
Run: 4 Altitude: 5000ft. 
2 of 2 
1umber of isible markers 
Floatin,: 6(Fl:4, Fl:3, 
Fl:6, F2:4, F2:5,F2:6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Sun glitter not so 
severe 
PPE DIX I - P 
CPS ( 'ccla ·) 
2/21/.75 
1120 EST 
5 Altituoe:5000 ft: 
1 of 2 
of visinle markers 
ting: 3 (F 3: 1, F 3: 5, 
F3: 6) 
f'ix a: 1 
2/21/75 
112 · ST 
5 1-_ltitu 
of 2 
~umber of visible arker 
·loa ins: lO(all F2, Fl:l, 
Fl:2, Fl:3, Fl:6) 
F · xed: 1 
ts: 
APPE~DIX I - Prints oc Original Photography 
2/21/75 
1125 EST 
6 Altitude:5000 ft. 
1 of 4 
umber of visible warkers 
F 1 oil ting : 7 ( F 1 : 4 , F 1 : 5 , 
Fl:3, Fl:6, Fl:2, F2:4, F2:5) 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Run from Lobett Point 
to U.S. Naval Supply Center. 
Shack at Lovett Point shows 
wind from NE. 
Original Fi.~m - IL~. Ektachn .. rr:e IKod c.k) 
Copy rilm - Ektacolor CPS Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/7 5 
Time: 1125 EST 
6 r.ltitude: 500ctt. 
2 of 4 
umber of ,is ihle markers 
loatinc;: 9(Fl:4, Fl:6, 
Fl:3, F2:5, F2:4, Fl:2,F2:3,F2:6, 
Fixed: 0 Fl:1) 
Comments: 
APPElDIX I - Prints o Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1125 EST 
Run: 6 Altitude:5000 ft. 
Frame: 3 of 4 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 9(Fl:3, Fl:2, 
Fl:l, all F2) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: 1 Marker hidden in 
sun glitter 
Original Film - H.S. Ek achrome (Kodak) 
Copy Filn - f~tncolo CPS (Kodak) 
Date:2/21/75 
Time: 1125 EST 
Run: 6 :ltitude5000 ft. 
Frarr.e: 4 of 4 
.'lumber of visible markers 




APPE DIX I - Prints of Original P1otography 
Date: 2/21/7 5 
Time: 1330 EST 
Run: 7 Altitude :5000 ft. 
Frame: 1 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
Flo ting: 3(F2:5, F2:6, X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Pinner Point 
N to U.S. Naval Supply Center. 
9 acks at Lovett Point show 
wind from NE. 
X grounded at base of jetty 
Ori inaJ Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Ko<lak) 
Copy Film - Ektaco or CPS (Kodak) 
2/21/75 
13 3(.'ES'T.' 
7 Jl.ltitude5000 ft. 
o. 5 
umber of visible markers 
Floatinc;: 2(F2:5, F3:5, X, 
X, F3:4, F3:5) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Much aye along N 
side of jetty - may have more 
markers in it. 
APPE DIX I - Prins of Oriair. , Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
1330 EST Time: 
Run: 7 Altitude :5000 ft. 
Frame: 3 of 5 
Number of visible warkers 
F 1 o a ting : 3 ( F 3 : 4 , F 3 : 5 , 
F3: 6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Jetty washed out 
by sun glitter 
Original Fi m - H.S. Ek chrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ek ncolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1330 EST 
7 .ltitude6000 ft. 
4 of s 
umber of visible mark~rs 
Floatin : 4(F3:l, F3:2, 
F3:3, F3:6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Soutnern part of frame 
washed out by sun glitter. 




5 of 5 
umber of visible roarkers 
Flo ting: 2 (F3:l, F3:2} 
Fixed: 6 
comments: Sun glitter severe. 
STP outfall shows flooding. 
Original Film - I.S. Ekt cnrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak} 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1330 EST 
Run: X lsl ti tude :5000 ft. 
Frame: 1 of 1 
umber of visible markers 
Floating: 7(F3:l, F3:2, 
F3:3, F3:6, x,x,x} 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Two floaters near or 
on shore 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1330 EST 
Run: 8 Altitude:5000 ft. 
Frame: 1 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 4{F2:5, F2:6, 
X, X,) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Lovett 
Point N to U.S. Naval Supply 
Center 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1330 EST 
Run: 8 Psltitude5000 ft. 
Frame: 2 of 4 
umber of visible markers 
Floatins: 6{F2:6, F3:4, 
F3:5, X,X,X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: All X's on shore 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1330 EST 
Run: 8 Altitude :5000 ft. 
Frame: 3 of 4 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 6 (F3:l, F3:3, 
F3:l, F3:5, X,X) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: F3: 6 near dredge 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
DatG: 2/21/75 
Time: 1330 EST 
Run: 8 Altitude6000 ft. 
Frame: 4 o f 4 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 3 (F3:l, F3:2, 
F3: 3) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Severe sun glitter 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1335 EST 
Run: 9 Altitude:5000 ft. 
Frame: 1 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 2(F3:5, F3:6) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Run up Western 
Branch of Elizabeth River. 
Wind at Lovett POint stack 
out of 'NE. 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1335 EST 
Run: 9 Altitude: 500oft. 
Frame: 2 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
Floatin c;: 2(F2:5, F2:6) 
Fixed: o 
Comments: 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1335 EST 
Run: 9 Altitude :5000ft . 
Frame: 3 of 4 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: l(Fl:5) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Floater in color 
boundary. 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
• 
Date: 2/21/7 5 
Time: 1335EST 
Run: 9 Altitude:5000ft. 
Frame: 4 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
Floatinc: l(Fl:5) :;,, 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 







10 Altitude :5000 ft . 
1 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
~loating: 3(F2:6, F3:5, X) 
Fixed: 0 
comments: Run from Portsnouth 
jetty N to U.S. Naval Supply 
Center. 
Wind from NE by stack at 
Lovett Point 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date :2/21/75 
Time: 1400 EST 
Run: 10 Altitude:S000ft. 
Frame: 2 of 4 
Number of visible markers 




APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1410EST 
Run: 11 Altitude:S000ft. 
Frame: 1 of 1 
Number of visible markers 
F 1 o a ting : 1 ( F 1 : 5 ) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 144SEST 
Run: 12 Altitude:5000 ft. 
Frame: 1 of 2 
Number of visible markers 
Floatinq: 1 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Western 
Branch from Churchland 
Bridge. 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1445 EST 
Run: 12 Altitude:5000 ft. 
Frame: 2 of 2 




Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1500 EST 
Run: 13 Altitude 5000 ft. 
Frame: 1 of 4 
Number of visible markers 
Floatinc;: 1 (F3:5) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Lovett 
Point . up Western Branch 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1500 EST 
Run: 13 Altitude:5000 ft. 
Frame: 2 of 4 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 1 (F3:5) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Wind at Lovett 
Point from NE 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1500 EST 
Run: 13 Altitude: 50ocft. 
Frame: 3 of 4 
umber of visible markers 
Floatins: 2 (F2:5, F2:6) 
Fixed: o 
Comments: 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1500 EST 
Run: 13 Altitude:5000ft. 
Frame: 4 of 4 
Number of visible warkers 
Floating: 2 (F2:5, F2:6) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1500 EST 
Run: 14 l>_ltitude:5000 ft. 
Frame: 1 of 1 
Number of visible markers 
lfloatinc;: 1 (Fl:5) 
Fixed: o 
Comments: Fl:5 has just passed 
beneath Churchland Bridge 








1 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 3 (F3:5, X,X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Runn from Lovett 
Point to U.S. Naval Supply 
Center. 
Wind at Lovett Point stack 
out of NB. 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1515 EST 
Run: 15 Jl.ltitude: 5000:t. 
Frame: 2 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
Floatin<;: 5 (F3:6, F4:4, 
F4:5, X, X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 2 floaters on shore. 
Portsmouth STP started 
towards ebbing 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1515 EST 
Run: 15 Altitude:5000 ft. 
Frame: 3 of 5 
umber of visible warkers 
Floating: 12( all F4, X, X, 






Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Koda~) 
Streamer headed 
SW. 
markers on Portsmouth 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1515 EST 
Run: 15 JUtitude:5000 ft. 
Frame: 4 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
Floatins: 9 (F4:l, F4:2, 
F4:3, F4:6, F3:2, F4:4, F3:3,X,X) 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: Study boat in photo 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1515EST 
Run: 15 Altitude:5QQQft. 
Frame: 5 of 5 
Number of visible markers 
Floating: 7 (F4:l F4:2, F4:3, 
F3:2, F3:3, X,X,} 
Fixed: 1 
Comments: 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak} 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
2/21/75 
1530 EST 
Run: 16 JUtitude:5000 ft. 
Frame: 1 of 1 
umber of visible markers 
Floating: 1 (Fl:5} 
Fixed: o 
Comments: Floater in color 
boundary from other side 
of river 
APPE DIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1600 EST 
Run: 17 Altitude:soooft. 
Frame: 1 of 1 




notes record Fl:l as faint 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/7 5 
Time: 1610 EST 
18 Altitude:5000 ft. 
1 of 2 
umber of visible markers 
Floatins: 1 (F3:5) 
Fixed: O 
Comments: Run discontinuous 
up Western Branch. 
r 




2 of 2 
umber of visible markers 
F 1 o a ting : 2 ( F 2 : 5 , F 2 : 6) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time: 1615EST 
Run: 19 P..ltitude:500Qft. 
Frame: 1 of 5 
umber of visible markers 
Floatinc;: 4 (F4:5, X, F3:5, 
X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: Run from Pinner 
Point _1 to U.S. Naval Supply 
Center. 
Wind from ENE. 
2 floaters on shore of jetty 
.... 
APPENDIX I - Prints of Original Photography 
Date: 2/21/75 
Time :1615 EST 
19 Altitude:5000ft. 
2 of 5 
umber of visible roarkers 
Flo a ting: 4 (F 4: 4, X, 
F4:5, X) 
Fixed: 0 
Comments: 2 markers on shore 
Original Film - H.S. Ektachrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
2/21/75 
1615 EST 
19 Jl.ltitude:5000 ft. 
3 of 5 
umber of visible markers 








4 of 5 
~umber of visible markers 
F 1 o a ting : 6 ( F 4 : 1 , F 4 : 2 , 
F4:3, F4:4, X, X,) 
Fixed: l 
Comments: Another oil spill 
(Dark oil?) from U.S. 
Naval Supply Center. 
Original Film - H.S. Ek achrome (Kodak) 
Copy Film - Ektacolor CPS (Kodak) 
Date: 2/21/7 5 
Time: 161SEST 
Run: 19 Altitude:5000 ft. 
Frarre: s of s 
umber of visible markers 
Floatinc_::: S (F4:l, F4:2, 
F4:3, X,X) 
Fixed: 1 
Co~ments: Last frame of study 
